Grey - 1.0mm

Blue - 1.5mm

Green - 2.0mm

Complete Synovis instrument set.

Red - 2.5mm

Yellow - 3.0mm

Purple - 3.5mm
Anastamotic Instrument.
Orange - 4.0mm

Range of COUPLER sizes.
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Isolate flap vessel and recipient vessel. Prepare vessel ends using vessel
clamps, trimming adventitia, dilating and irrigating using heparinised saline.

Remove the white sleeve once you hear a click.

Estimate the ‘outer diametre of vessel’. If there is a size discrepancy, use
the measurement of the smaller vessel. A wall thickness of 0.5mm or less.
Outside diametre no smaller than 0.8mm and no larger than 4.3mm.

Inspect the COUPLER rings to make sure both are seated at the base of
the black holding forks. If not, press down until situated at the base –
failure to do so could result in misalignment and ineffective coupling.
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Make sure the anastamotic instrument tip is fully reclined to the base,
otherwise placement of COUPLER cartridge won’t be retracted.
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Correct positioning of COUPLER rings.
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Pull vessel ends through COUPLER rings and place approximately
1-2mm of vessel over pins.
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Follow pattern in image above.

Final correct pin placement.
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Once both of the vessel ends have been placed over the pins,
coupling can begin.

Before complete deployment of the rings, pinch together the housing to
ensure a closed friction fit.
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Rotate anastamotic instrument back to base to allow cartridge
to be removed.
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Press silver button to remove cartridge.
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Align the arrow of the anastamotic instrument to that of the white
COUPLER cartridge. Compress until you hear an audible ‘click’

Make sure all pins are straight and not bent. Bent pins will not align
correctly. In the event of bent pins, replacement COUPLER is to be used.
DO NOT attempt to straighten and use rings.

Turn anastamotic instrument to close COUPLER rings.

Finally, remove cartridge.

